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Texture
Artists and
designers can
use actual
texture in their
work or they can
suggest how
something feels
using techniques
that imply
texture.
Actual
Texture

Suggested Texture

Objectives

Success Criteria

Understand that works of Art can
contain texture you can feel - actual
texture and texture you can see suggested texture.

●

Listen to the the class introduction What is Texture?

●

Observe teacher demonstration.

Experiment with a range of creative
paint techniques to produce textured
surfaces.

●

Use paint sensibly and lesson time
wisely to explore a variety of different
mark-making processes.

Use a combination of textural surface
samples and collected research images
to produce a unique and abstract
collage.

●

Complete set homework task.

●

Use layering techniques to create a
final collage which contains elements
of actual and suggested texture.

What is texture?
Texture means how something feels.
There are two types of texture: actual
texture and visual texture.
In all art and design, the appearance of
texture is an important visual element.
In design, texture can also play a part in a
product's function.
https://youtu.be/YoOb3JSDAUo

Texture and technique
Rather than accurately copying
the appearance of their subject,
many artists use texture to show
their technique and to express
emotion.
Vincent Van Gogh created many
heavily textured artworks. In
Noon (The Siesta, After Millet)
(1890) he used thick application
of oil paint in an expressive
manner. This creates an artwork
that has a rough texture as well
as a raised surface.

Drawing Texture:
Drawing texture boils
down to mark-making
and edge quality
(hardness and softness
of a contour). If you
make the same type of
marks with your
drawing tools you will
get the same texture
over and over. Each
unique texture requires
a unique mark.

Task 1 Instructions:
For this lesson your going to
be creating some textural
marks be using textured
objects and paint (no paint
brushes aloud). Experiment
with using card to print,
scrape and stipple the paint.
Homework:
This is your preparation for
next lesson - Look on Google
images, Pinterest or through
magazines to ﬁnd close up
pictures of interesting
textures. You will need to print
out or collect at least 5
examples - Look at the kind of
images I have used on slide 1.

Task 2 Instructions:
Step 1 - Arrange the images
you collected for homework
and the samples you produced
last lesson on the table.
Step 2 - Tear your samples
into smaller pieces.
Step 3 - On a sheet of paper
start to layer and glue down
fragments of your collage
papers to create an interesting
arrangement. Think about
using contrasting surfaces and
try to overlay different shapes
to add further surface texture.

Blended learning:
If your currently working
from home I would like you to
use your imagination and
create/collect lots of patterned
and textured papers. Once you
have a good selection use
them to produce your own
unique collage on a sheet of A4
paper. Please make sure you
read through the lesson slides
before you start this task.

